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when you re chosen for a test you ll be told what to do and what to look for typically you ll be required to navigate 

a website or app while recording your screen and voice and providing feedback on various aspects such as the 

user interface design and overall experience 

the sign up process is free and takes only a few minutes to complete you ll have to provide necessary details 

about yourself including your name and city of residence so that the site can suggest appropriate studies for you 

there is a service fee of 3 95 when adding cash at a store the barcode generation is a free service typically you 

can add any amount of cash from 20 to 500 per barcode the daily limit for adding cash to your paypal account is 

500 and the monthly cap is 4 000 

lucky chest is also an online gaming platform that you can download to play games for free and earn real money 

you do not have to fill in any sort of information the app is the most sorted platform where you can play a number 

of games each day and earn the greatest rewards in the form of cash lucky chest has got a rating of 4 3 stars on 

google play store play and win coins everyday redeem them and earn real money 

as long as you ve completed your profile with accurate details you ll be matched with survey opportunities 

complete each one you qualify for and you ll have more points your points are redeemable for paypal cash and 

other rewards 

https://rebrand.ly/de8tms0


 

 

you only need to create an account answer some screening questions and take a quick test once your account is 

approved you ll access paid testing opportunities that help brands make better products 

other ways to earn on shopkick include watching videos about different brands and inviting your friends you ll 

access more offers if you open the app several times a week as for redemptions you can choose paypal money 

or gift cards 

 


